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Introduction
Jacksons Lane was established in 1975 and 
its church buildings converted between 1975 
and 1990. It has been enormously successful 
as a Community Arts Centre for over 40 years, 
but after 25 years, the building is in desperate 
need of improvement to create a financially 
and environmentally sustainable future, whilst 
meeting the needs of users and attracting new 
talent.

Given the Capital cost and disruption involved 
with a development scheme, it is more important 
than ever that the changes are compelling, 
enthuse new audiences and make a tangible 
difference to all users. 

With a new Architectural and consultant team, 
a detailed briefing process has taken place, 
looking at the project holistically to ensure 
that the building is usable, financially and 
environmentally sustainable, accessible and 
inspiring. 

Jacksons Lane have considered several 
feasibility options over the last five years, 
carefully calibrating an appropriate balance 
between fundraising capability, current and 
future needs and organisational capacity. 
This feasibility study reflects this process, 
establishing the scope of work to address 
principal needs and providing the basis for 
capital funding applications. 
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Key Capital Priorities

A building that pushes the boundaries of 
artistic excellence with spaces that are 
inspiring and beautiful, practical and accessible.

A building that is environmentally 
sustainable with future proof strategies for 
upgrades to fabric and services designed to be 
robust and reliable, user friendly and energy 
efficient.

A building that is financially sustainable 
by creating new and enhanced opportunities 
for revenue generation.

A building that nurtures ongoing curiosity in the 
Arts by future proofing the building for the 
next generation and welcoming more people 
through its doors to participate, experience, 
learn, work and socialise.

A building that is welcoming and             
accessible to  everyone regardless of 
gender, race, age, ability or background.

A building that is visible and inviting, by 
increasing its street presence, exuding a strong 
ethos in its appearance and making the most of 
its heritage asset.Bird’s eye view of Jackson’s Lane Theatre 

in former Wesleyan Church & Hall
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Brief: Needs & 
Objectives

Artistic excellence : Auditorium
The current auditorium is intimate and 
atmospheric, but suffers from uncomfortable 
seats, unstable and inflexible rostra along with 
outdated, inaccessible, unsafe and awkward to 
use technical equipment. 

Key brief elements include:
- New, comfortable and flexible seats
- Improvements to rostra to reduce wobble and 
noise
- Layout changes to aisle positions and stage size 
that are straightforward and safe to change.
- Improved control position with full visibility of the 
stage through removal of the tension wire grid.
- Update AV and lighting equipment.

Artistic excellence : Back of House
Current backstage facilities are cramped in some 
places and underused in other areas. There are 
no rehearsal or green room facilities.

Key brief elements include:
- increased office capacity
- rehearsal and green room space where possible
- improved and better located storage & tech 
workshop
- refurbished and accessible dressing rooms

Existing Jacksons Lane seating Ex. view to stage from control desk
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Brief: Needs & 
Objectives

Artistic excellence : Studios
Although the studios are of a decent size, all of 
them are spatially compromised.
Each studio suffers variously from awkward 
relationships to the existing, heritage structure: 
Columns in the middle of studios, former stained 
glass windows are cut off by newly inserted 
floors, makeshift ramps running through prime 
usable floor space, lack of daylight in oddly 
proportioned spaces, lack of storage. Most 
notably, the spatial adjacencies of the studios 
cause significant acoustic problems.

Within studios, improvements to sound, 
lighting, flooring and mirrored wall finishes are 
essential.

Key brief elements include:
- Re-plan studios to prioritise quality and 
usability of space over floor area.
- Improve acoustics by introducing lobbies and 
buffer spaces between studios and other areas.
- Intriduce dedicated storage.
- Improve finishes for use as multi-purpose 
movement, drama and community use rooms.

Existing space 2 with long low ceiling and ramp

studio

Space 4 with column, Space 3 with ‘cut off’ windows
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Brief: Needs & 
Objectives

Environmental sustainability:
Services throughout the building are failing. It 
is currently impossible to adequately control 
heating, cooling and ventilation in each of the 
spaces individually. Centralised controls in spaces 
with different uses and climatic conditions are 
inherently problematic. Both the building fabric 
and services systems are inefficient which costs 
the organisation money in high running costs as 
well as being environmentally unsustainable.

Key brief elements include:
- A fabric first approach to introduce fabric 
insulation to the roof in particular where practically 
possible.
- Introduce zonal control for heating systems
- Re-wire areas with new room layouts.
- Take a passive approach to ventilation, 
introducing opening windows and vents except 
for acoustically senstive areas where mechanical 
ventilation will be allowed for.
- Introduce PV panels to South facing roof.
- Improvements to AV, sound and lighting in every 
studio and front of house space as well as newly 
created rooms.

Financial sustainability
In order to be sustainable, it is essential for 
revenue raising potential to be increased in every 
area: auditorium, studios, public areas and even 
back of house space. Key brief elements include:
- Increase audience capacity
- Introduce new lettable office spaces
- Improve and enlarge foyer, cafe and bar areas 
to increase dwell time of all building users.
- Make better use of underused areas of the 
building to ensure best value.

Maximising capacity within 
current layout

existing Proposed increase in capacity 
with new layout and seating 
rake

* seats in red denote additional 
to existing provision
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Future proofing
Every Arts organisation faces challenges 
to attract new and diverse audiences. 
The development should approach this 
challenge holistically in addition to the 
auditorium and studios.
Key brief elements include:
- A more attractive, spacious cafe and bar 
as a destination in its own right.
- Ample waiting areas, as well as cosy niches 
for informal, private or group gatherings
- A new, more compact box office.
- Better toilets in a more convenient location.
-Office spaces for emerging Arts 
organisations.
- Potential to use studio 5 as a secondary 
performance space for upcoming talent. 

Accessibility
The building is spread across a complex 
series of levels and half levels on a sloping 
site presenting a difficult challenge:
- Ensure level access to all public areas of 
the building.
- as well as accessible dressing room, 
office and control desk.

Visibility 
The building is currently not welcoming. It 
continues to look like a Church, the function 
of the building is unclear and the entrance 
location is confusing. Many visitors try to 
enter through the old Church porch only to 
find it blocked up.
Key brief elements include:
- Visibility into the building
- Clarity of entrance location
- Clarity of function and ‘what’s on’ info.
- A sense of the ethos of Jacksons Lane
- Improvements to hard landscapingformer church entrance Jackson’s Lane theatre existing street frontage

Existing cafe
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Existing plans
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Office

Studio 5

WC
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Dressing Room

Back of 
House

Backstage

Entrance ground floor 1:500 @ A4 

first floor 1:500 @ A4 

Lobby

Bar

Cafe

Store

Kitchen

Store
WC

Store

Dressing 
room

The building currently contains:

160 seat auditorium
1 large premium studio (upper level of the 
former church)
4 additional studio spaces
Foyer with separate bar and cafe spaces
2 no. front of house female WCS
1 no. front of house male WC plus urinals
Accessible WC and additional male and 
female WCs to the rear of the auditorium.
12 person office
4 person lettable office
2 group dressing rooms
Back of house stores, tech and ancillary 
spaces.
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Project Team
Architects Citizens Design Bureau
Services Skelly & Couch Ltd
Structure Momentum 
QS  Bristow Johnson Ltd. 
Theatre tech Charcoalblue LLP

Citizens Design Bureau is an award winning 
Architecture practice established by Katy Marks 
in 2013. Katy previously worked at Haworth 
Tompkins where she was project Architect for the 
National Theatre Studios, Young Vic and most 
recently project Architect on the Stirling Prize 
winning Everyman Theatre. She was recently 
shortlisted for the emerging woman architect of 
the year award.  The company has a broad range 
of experience in the Arts and Theatre world - from 
tiny community organisations run on a shoestring, 
to established producing theatres all the way 
through to commercial companies such as Delfont 
Mackintosh. Current and recent projects include: 
The new Sondheim Theatre for Sir Cameron 
Mackintosh, Hackney Showroom community 
theatre, the new Manchester Jewish Museum and 
refurbishment of a Grade II* Listed synagogue, 
Private House for Stephen Daldry, Clitterhouse 
Farm community cafe and the refurbishment of 
the Royal Court Theatre bar with Lyndon Goode. 

Working with highly experienced consultants, 
who each bring a diverse portfolio of work, 
allows the team to draw on an understanding 
of genuine community engagement, balancing 
sometimes conflicting creative, ecological and 
heritage concerns whilst working to exacting 
budgets. In particular the team are experienced in 
projects involving complex and onerous reporting, 
procurement and monitoring processes without 
turning the project into a box ticking exercise that 
loses sight of a creative vision.

The Hackney Showroom

The Manchester Jewish Museum

The Royal Court Theatre Bar & KitchenThe Sondheim Theatre for Delfont Mackintosh
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At Jacksons Lane, the team have invested 
considerable time in understanding the ethos and 
culture of the organisation so that ideas are tuned to 
the place and the people that use it. Going forward, 
a ‘Scratch’ design process would be encouraged, 
testing key ideas in simple, low cost ways to 
ensure that the brief is fit for purpose and gives 
value for money at every stage. Working iteratively, 
the process will also involve zooming in and out 
from the big vision to the tiniest details so that the 
experience of walking through, touching and using 
the building on a daily basis is not only appropriate 
to the diversity of people using the spaces, but will 
also reflect the creative values of Jacksons Lane.

The former Church building presents constraints, 
but it is also a brilliant canvas. These proposals 
take the position that for a small arts organisation, 
undertaking significant capital works is a huge 
step. Ensuring value for money that will serve 
the organisation for a generation and beyond is 
therefore essential. The designs have developed 
from the recognition that it is not enough to upgrade 
or improve the fabric of what is already there, if 
there are fundamental problems with layout and 
functionality that will continue to compromise the 
way the building is used. 

Detailed briefing workshops have therefore taken 
place, exploring the functional and operational 
constraints of the existing layout as well as 
brainstorming exercises that explore the way in 
which the building will be used in the future, areas 
for increasing revenue potential and expanding the 
creative offering. In essence, the design approach 
seeks to balance, improvement and reconfiguration 
of the building’s spatial and technical provision 
whilst retaining the atmosphere and ethos that 
people love so much about Jacksons Lane.

Design approach

Liverpool Everyman bistro
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Option review
Option A Do Nothing

Option B Minimal Intervention

Option C Moderate Intervention 

Option D Comprehensive Improvements

Option A
Do Nothing
Issues addressed: 
None

Advantages: No immediate financial outlay on 
capital spends, no period of turmoil, closure and 
lost income due to construction works.

Disadvantages: Building remains inaccessible, 
inefficient and costly to run, with hugely 
unsustainable energy use. No new income 
streams are provided and the space is already at 
capacity so there would be no room for growing 
audiences or intensifying use. Continued neglect 
of the building fabric would make some areas 
of the building increasingly unusable. Without 
modernisation, the building is unfit for purpose for 
many educational, community and artistic uses.

Major risks: The building is seriously vulnerable 
to adverse weather, having experienced damage 
during recent storms. Leaking and damage to the 
foyer roof in particular is a problem. Building fabric 
and services that are not properly maintained 
present an inherent risk to users and it is likely 
that there would be times when the building would 
need to close for repairs.

Conclusion: Staff, Board and stakeholders are 
all agreed that capital investment is needed and 
a lack of investment would risk the organisation’s 
future sustainability. Following the enforced 
closure in 2007 following a storm and the age of 
the building and systems, this option is not viable.
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Option B
Modest
Issues addressed: A modest scheme would 
introduce a lift and accessibility to all areas, 
repair M&E and improve controls as well as 
improve fabric insulation and introduce solar PVs. 
Modernise finishes within the existing layout. 
Open up facade to be visible from street.

Advantages: Accessible to public and staff
The scheme is financially prudent and brings the 
building up to current minimum standards.
Reduction in energy bills
More attractive, improved interior
More visible facade
Small increase in audience capacity (15seats).
Building doesn’t close during works

Disadvantages: For the significant capital costs 
involved, few improvements are made to spatial 
layout of the principal spaces. Studios in particular 
will continue to be compromised by awkward 
structure, ramps etc that fabric improvements 
alone will not resolve.
Existing foyer remains with congestion issues.
No additional lettable space created.
Insufficient and ineffectively located WCs.
Considerable areas of under used space remain.
Major disruption during works

Major risks: This option leaves significant issues 
unresolved. Principally it does not effectively future 
proof the organisation financially or artistically in 
terms of significantly improving facilities

Conclusion: The Board have concluded that 
in order to justify  both the capital cost and 
organisational upheaval, this option doesn’t go far 
enough to fulfil the needs of the next generation 
of users.

Option C
Moderate
Issues addressed: Accessibility - principally with 
new lift and walkway, major upgrades to M&E 
systems and  fabric efficiency
Reconfiguration of layout to increase capacity, 
revenue potential and usability whilst maintaining 
budget responsibility. 
Improved external visibility and landscaping to the 
approach

Advantages: Significant opportunities for 
increased revenue: significantly increased 
audience capacity, new lettable office space, 
commercially viable cafe space and improved 
existing lettable spaces.
Lower carbon footprint
Accessible to public and staff
Significantly improved quality and layout of studio 
spaces with acoustic lobbies to minimise disruption
Additional and better located WCs
Significant increase in audience capacity (33seats).
Work is programmed to ensure that Christmas 
shows will not be disrupted.

Disadvantages: Complete renewal of all M&E 
systems and mechanical ventilation throughout is 
not included within this scheme.
Larger areas of glazed external openings are not 
included.
Significant fundraising required with building 
closure during works

Major risks: Challenging fundraising target and 
impact of Brexit on inflation and construction costs.

Conclusion: This option presents a pragmatic 
balance of ambition vs realism regarding fundraising 
capacity.  Given the signifcant disruption and capital 
costs involved in any development, the Board 
agree that the changes have to be significant and 
compelling.

Option D
Comprehensive
Issues addressed: All of the ‘moderate’ scheme 
plus complete renewal of M&E services and 
introduction of mechanical ventilation throughout. 
Complete renewal of AV and lighting systems and 
equipment in the auditorium.
Larger areas of glazed external openings at 
entrance.

Advantages: As moderate scheme plus increased 
technical capability, efficiency and reliability; 
increased external visibility.

Disadvantages: Longer building closure and more 
challenging fundraising target

Major risks: Very challenging fundraising target 
and potentially prohibitive inflation.

Conclusion: This option, whilst ideal in some ways 
is considered to be beyond the realistic capacity 
of the organisation to deliver within a reasonable 
timescale, mostly due to the high fundraising 
target.
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Proposed Plan: G+0

Future proofing:

- New enlarged foyer allowing simultaneous 
auditorium and studio use.
-Day lit, inviting cafe with additional seating 
capacity for commercial viability
- Combined cafe & bar service with dedicated 
kitchen.
- New and additional, centrally located WCs

Financial sustainability: 

- Bringing currently under used 
space back into use.
- Substantially increasing 
auditorium capacity.
- Introducing additional lettable 
office space.
- Improving existing lettable 
spaces.

Artistic excellence: auditorium

- Remodelling of theatre rake
- Relocation of entrance to theatre 
through the brick arch, resulting in 
greater capacity and provision of 
wheelchair spaces. 
- Improvements to roof access 
systems, theatre lighting and AV 
facilities.
- Improved control positions at G+0 
and G+1.

Artistic excellence: studios

- Reconfiguration of studio layout 
to avoid columns and other 
obstructions within spaces.
- Introduce acoustic lobbies.
- Improve finishes, sound and 
lighting provision.

Entrance and visibility

- Introduce an externally visible box office.
- Clearer external signage.
- More inviting and playful outward 
appearance.

Accessibility: 

- New platform lift in transept and walkway 
at first floor to provide access to Studios 1 
and 2. 
- Accessible auditorium control desk
- Reconfigure escape stair lobby to 
remove access ramp to studio 4

office

office

dressing
room

box
office

kitch.

foyer

cafe/bar

studio 3

studio 4

studio 5
dr,

chair
st

auditorium

dressing
room

st

st
alt. control

st

Environmental sustainability: 

- Renewed services with localised, intuitive 
controls.
- A passive approach to ventilation, 
minimising energy use.
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Proposed Plan: G+1

Accessibility:

- Additional Accessible WC at G+1
- Transept lift provides access to G+1

Financial sustainability:

- Additional office area as 
mezzanine to office below

Future proofing:

- New studio created in 
former office space to. 
- New location allows 
for multi-purpose use as 
rehearsal, green room and 
group dressing room space.

Artistic excellence:

- Create new control desk 
with ideal sightlines in 
addition to alternative 
accessible control position at 
lower level. 
- Refurbish dimmers in 
existing location.

office

studio 1
studio 2

st.

dr.

dr.

office

control

dimmers

Environmental sustainability: 

- Fabric first approach installing insulation 
to the former Church roof over studio 1.
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Proposed Plan: G-1

Future proofing:

- Link former bar store to the rest of 
the basement area to improve use. 

Environmental sustainability:

Retain existing boilers (in good 
condition). Refurbish associated 
ductwork and plant room for ease 
of maintenance.

stage

boiler
room

st.st.

tech
off.

w’shop

dr.st.

Accessibility: back of house

- Refurbish accessible dressing 
room 
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Proposed Plan: Roof

Environmental sustainability:

- Supplement internal fabric 
improvements and new energy 
efficient services with renewables.
- PV arrays on both South facing 
roofs.

Future proofing:

- New roof over atrium to replace 
existing storm damaged roof, now 
past its useful life span

Financial sustainability:

- Introducing daylight into currently 
unused areas of the building 
creates additional commercially 
useable space.
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New studio G+1
Dressing rooms G+0
Stores and acc. dressing G-1

Auditorium

Offices and control balcony
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Artistic excellence:
Auditorium 

The approach to the auditorium seeks to retain and 
refine the existing space, bringing audience into 
the space through the grand brick arch to the rear 
- rather than a side door.

The rake is improved and simplified - taking seats 
from wall to wall, increasing both capacity and 
comfort. 

The long section shows the newly configured 
seating rake with the existing rake dotted below. 
and newly positioned winched bars. Improved 
ancillary spaces include back of house storage, 
tech workshop, dressing rooms and a new dance/
rehearsal studio (studio 2), with acoustically 
enhanced walls. 

To the rear, a new control desk makes use of the 
currently unused concrete portal and existing, 
underused storage areas are transformed into a 
double height office with rooflight to the rear.

Auditorium cross section 
Not to Scale
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The current auditorium is an intimate, 
atmospheric space with good sightlines. It is 
accessed via a lobby through a side door to the 
rear of the space and operates in the following 
configuration:

- Side aisles
- foldable (uncomfortable) chairs
- fixed rake (noisy/wobbly under foot)
- ability to extend stage by bringing in new rostra
- 160 seat capacity
- under used space to rear
- obstructed view from control level.

Existing auditorium: 
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Auditorium design

Rostra is improved such that the first two rows 
can be removed and raised in situ to increase 
the stage size and provide level access via a 
genie to the first two lighting bars.

The rear lighting bar will be accessed using 
a motorised winch, allowing removal of the 
existing tension wire grid and the unsafe use of 
the tallescope. 

With the newly configured rake, control 
positions are possible at the rear of the rake 
as well as from the control balcony, improving 
accessibility in a low-tech, affordable way. 
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Auditorium: proposals

- New entrance to auditorium at rear through arch
- Realigned, steeper rake with flexible rise and 
fall ‘nivoflex’ rostra to lower 2 rows
- Two additional 300mm high steps to rake
- Repositioned, single aisle, off centre to align 
with control balcony (but can be repositioned)
- Significantly enhanced capacity with new 
seating 186 with 3 wheelchair spaces (with an 
additional 4 seats if there are no wheelchairs) 
- The proposals include flip up twin bench seating 
and removable benches to front two rows.
- Removal of tension wire grid to give unobstructed 
stage view from G+1 control desk.
- concrete protruding deck raised to level of first 
floor for easier access
- Alternative accessible control position 
introduced at G+0 level 
- 2 no. lighting bars aligned to allow new genie 
access from flat floor locations
- 1 no. lighting bar to rear accessed via motorised 
winch.

accessible control + 3 no. wheelchair position
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Side aisles
Capacity: 168 (+2)
Assumes flipped seats

Diagonal aisle
Capacity: 184 (+2)
Assumes flipped seats

Central /off-centre aisle
Capacity: 188 (+2)
Assumes flipped seats

Alt. aisle options
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Front of House and Cafe Improvements:

New double height foyer area with box office located in prominent 
location as you enter. Cafe area spanning the width of the existing 
church building and benefiting from natural light from either direction. 
Generous bar area,  increased number of covers and dedicated 
separate kitchen areas.

Refurbished studio 4 New WCs New lift & stairs New foyer atriumStudio 1 over
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Artistic excellence: 
Studios
Studio 1 at the upper level remains largely 
unchanged. Improvements include roof insulation 
and heating.

Studio 2 is newly created on the first floor adjacent 
to the auditorium. 

Studio 3 is re-positioned to better align between 
columns of historic structure and historic windows 
fully exposed.

Studio 4 at ground level is re-proportioned, with the 
access ramp removed such that the double height 
space can be used effectively, with semi-sprung 
floor, new finishes and improved lighting, AV and 
sound throughout.

Studio 5 is refurbished with new finishes, sound 
and AV and accessible access route.

existing proposed: raised ceiling locally to reveal 
window heads to space below and creating 
raked benches to studio 1 above.
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Cafe/bar New lift & stair beyond
Foyer atrium

Pew bench seating to cafe 
with studio 1 above
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Future proofing:
Foyer modernisation

Extending the cafe into the nave and former 
side aisle exposes the structure of the Church 
more explicitly, creating an atmospheric and 
playful social space. The current foyer at 
Jacksons Lane is cramped and cannot support 
a more commercially viable food offer. This 
space is currently a studio, which is severely 
compromised by the Church columns falling 
in the centre of the space. Using this space 
as a public cafe and foyer uses this historic 
structure as a characterful asset rather than as 
a constraint.

View of ‘side aisle’ cafe seating
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Cafe/Bar

The foyer is greatly extended to address the 
current congestion problems when both the 
auditorium and studios are in use. Extending 
the cafe//bar into the former nave area, brings 
in light from both sides of the building, creating 
a bright, characterful space allowing for 
socialising, waiting for classes, interval drinks 
and informal meetings.

The bar and cafe are amalgamated to provide 
a single serving point that is open all day, 
avoiding the shut bar throughout the day in the 
current setup.

View to proposed cafe/bar
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Foyer

wall extended by 
1.5m

opening rooflights for 
natural ventilation

walkway hung 
from structure

built in benches and loose seating

The new lift will provide access to studio 1 
on the upper level, but also to the studio and 
office via a raised walkway. One of the urgent 
problems with the existing building is the 
currently leaking roof in this area. A new roof 
is therefore timely as well as necessary. The 
proposals resolve the unusual geometry of the 
space to provide regularly pitched North facing 
rooflights, to reduce overheating risk, as well as 
a gently undulating solid roof. Using standard, 
off the shelf structural elements, this represents 
a playful yet cost effective approach.
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Foyer fittings
The approach to interiors would expand on 
the current logo and graphics with play on ‘the 
scribble’... an overlay of ideas.
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Foyer colour
Mindful of the layering of new and old within 
the building, low cost approaches to finishes 
including playful use of colour, texture and 
lighting will amplify the atmosphere of Jacksons 
Lane.
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Accessibility

A new lift in the former Church’s transept 
area of the building is the primary intervention 
that transforms the scheme from an access 
perspective. 

A new platform lift saves money on passenger 
lift enclosure etc but is also unobtrusive within 
the heritage structure, whilst the first floor 
walkway provides access to studio 2 and the 
lettable office also on the first floor.

On the ground floor, numerous small changes 
of level are negotiated via unobtrusive, 
reconfigured ramps, designed to fit more 
comfortably within the historic structure, without 
constraining the use of space, particularly 
within studios.

New toilets are introduced to the front of house 
area, with all front of house WC provision, 
including accessible WC now in one place,

An additional accessible WC is proposed for 
the hire space (studio 1) on the first floor.

In the back of house areas, the existing 
accessible dressing room would be refurbished.

Within the auditorium, an alternative, accessible 
control position is introduced at the rear of the 
re-configured rake. This avoids the need for a 
second lift.Cross section through new transept lift New first floor access walkway

Lift at G+0

Lift and walkway at G+1
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Financial sustainability

The premise of these proposals is to provide 
measures which increase the financial sustainability 
of Jacksons Lane. This is achieved by:

1) Increasing audience capacity and therefore 
ticket sale revenue

2) Bringing currently underused space at the rear of 
the auditorium back into use, making better use of 
the existing building.

3) Introduce new lettable office space.

4) Increase cafe capacity to improve its viability 

5) Improve existing lettable studio and office space.

Existing foyer Proposed foyer

foyercafe
servery

bar

store

studio

studio

WCs

WCs

foyer

cafe/bar

lettable
office

kitchen

studio

studio
studio

st.

store

box 
office

box office

Increased audience capacity Converting underused space into offices
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Environmental 
sustainability

Services throughout the building are failing. It is 
currently impossible to adequately control heating, 
cooling and ventilation in each of the spaces 
individually. Centralised controls in spaces with 
different uses and climatic conditions are inherently 
problematic. Both the building fabric and services 
systems are inefficient which costs the organisation 
money in high running costs as well as being 
environmentally unsustainable.

The proposals include:

1) A fabric first approach to introduce fabric 
insulation to the roof in particular where practically 
possible.

2) zonal control for heating systems

3) Re-wiring to areas with new room layouts.

4) A passive approach to ventilation, introducing 
opening windows and vents except for acoustically 
senstive areas where mechanical ventilation will be 
allowed for.

5) Renewables to complement fabric improvements 
and efficient services: PV panels to South facing 
roof.

6) Improvements to AV, sound and lighting in every 
studio and front of house spaces.
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Exterior visibility

The building currently appears closed. The 
entrance is difficult to locate and nothing of the 
dynamism of its artistic programme is visible 
externally.

The approach to the exterior is to open up the 
facade in modest ways, improve lighting and 
signage but not to spend disproportionate funds 
on expensive structure and curtain wall glazing. 

New interventions would be playful against the 
former Church structure.
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existing proposed

Former entrance

The door to the old church is currently blocked 
up, yet this can still mistaken as an entrance, 
and is confusing to visitors. It is hard for visitors 
to understand what Jacksons Lane Theatre is, 
and where you enter the building. 

The proposed scheme fills in every other step to 
the former entrance as a planter and introduces 
a glazed window seat to the former doorway. 
This could be a light box/incorporating video/
changing posters or a simple window.
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Exterior signage

The existing signage and ramps look tired. 
Proposals include simple steel framework to 
signage and balustrading with pops of colour 
and interspersed light boxes
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Exterior signage

The building is surrounded by mature trees 
and bushes. Signage could glow out of foliage 
or wrap areas of heritage structure in playful, 
light touch ways. 
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Exterior character

The proposals include low-tech, playful ways to 
communicate through playful suggestion, the 
ethos and dynamism of what goes on inside 
the building without needing lots of signs and 
words to do it. 

The intention would be to secure specific 
funding for an artist collaboration, working with 
local community groups through the closure 
period to develop a dynamic sign, turning or 
rocking in the wind and glinting in the sun, to 
animate the facade and intrigue passersby.
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Planning & Listed 
building issues

The former Wesleyan Church on Jackson’s 
Lane is a Grade II Listed building and Listed 
building consent will be needed for the project. 

The scheme will need to be developed to 
RIBA Work stage 3 prior to submission. The 
programme shows an application for consent in 
Aug 2018. Pre-application advice will be sought 
from Haringey Council, but the proposals are 
not thought to be controversial given that the 
building has been in operation as a theatre 
for a considerable time and these proposals 
do not substantially change this. No particular 
difficulties in obtaining consents are therefore 
anticipated.

Wesleyan Church, Jackson’s Lane, Highgate 1908
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Risk

Fundraising: The highest risk to the project 
concerns its ability to raise funding for the Capital 
works and an associated risk that aggressive value 
engineering to the scheme leaves the organisation 
with a project that doesn’t represent good value for 
money. 
Inflation: Inflation assumptions are based on BCIS 
data but will be treated with caution and regularly 
re-evaluated. At the time of writing, the uncertainty 
caused by Brexit is predicted to cause a recession, 
reflected in the estimate.
Brexit: In addition to inflation, the effects of Brexit 
may be numerous but are difficult to quantify. 
OJEU procurement procedures and Product prices 
may be affected.
Procurement: The risk associated with a 
traditional procurement route must be balanced 
with aspirations on quality. Allowance has been 
made for a client side project manager throughout 
the construction process.
Unexpected building condition: In a historic, 
listed building, the accuracy of survey information 
is essential. A measured survey has now been 
carried out, but further condition surveys are 
required and as always there is a risk that during 
the construction period, unexpected conditions 
may be found.
Business interruption: Unlike the previous 
stage 1 bid, Jacksons Lane now intend to close 
the building and plan a series of activities in the 
community and ‘on tour’. This is a key element 
within their awareness raising and funding strategy. 
Building work will be sequenced to fall between 
Christmas shows to minimise revenue loss.
Lower impact risks are inherent in any building 
project particularly those involving Listed Buildings. 
Appointment of an experienced and qualified 
Design Team is essential to managing these risks.La Tempesta

in Highgate Woods

Jacksons Lane Young 
People’s Programme
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Programme

RIBA	Stage O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D
2 ACE	Capital	Application

Development	Funding
ACE	Stage	One	Approval
Project	Manager	Selection
Project	Manager	Appointment
Design	Team	Selection
Design	Team	Appointments
RIBA	stage	1	Briefing	review
Condition	surveys
RIBA	stage	2		Outline	Design
Stage	2	Cost	Estimate
Client	Approval

3 RIBA	Stage	3	Developed	Design
Stage	3	Cost	Estimate
Preparation	of	Planning	&	Listed	Building	Application
Planning	Application
ACE	Stage	2	Submission
ACE	Stage	2	Approval

4 Technical	Design
Production	information
Tender	Documentation
Tendering

5 Mobilisation
Decant	(allowing	for	Xmas	show	to	go	ahead)
Construction

6 Handover/'Soft	Landings'
7 Post	Occupancy	evaluation	and	feedback

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
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Programme
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Appendix

A - Proposal plans

B - Full cost estimate
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Proposed Plan: G-1
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Proposed Plan: G+0
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Proposed Plan: G+1
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Proposed Plan: Roof


